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Abst rac t .  In this paper, we develop a framework for the non-iterative 
matching of symbofic structures using contextual information. It is based 
on Bayesian reasoning and involves the explicit modelling of the binary 
relations between the objects. The difference between this and previously 
developed theories of the kind lies in the assumption that the binary re- 
lations used are derivable from the unary measurements that refer to  

individual objects. This leads to a non-iterative formula for probabilistic 
reasoning which is amenable to real-time implementation and produces 
good results. The theory is demonstrated using an application of auto- 
matic map registration. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

In machine vision, there are many ways of performing the important  task of 
object recognition and matching. (For an extensive survey on 3D object recog- 
nition see [1].) One way of viewing object recognition is as a labelling problem, 
in which each object has to be assigned a label from a set of possible labels 
which form a sort of library or database of possible objects in the scene. The 
labeling should be done in accordance to measured attributes of individual ob- 
jects, or parts of objects, in the scene and measurements concerning relation- 
ships between objects, and relevant knowledge which is encoded in the models of 
the label database. The problem of knowledge and measurement representation 
then arises. A very efficient way of dealing with it is the use of attr ibute rela- 
tional graphs, in which image and model object primitives are represented by 
the nodes with the connecting arcs representing their relations. The properties of 
the primitives are encoded as the node attributes. The matching problem can be 
then formulated as one of at t r ibuted relational graph matching, for which many 
methods have been proposed. The early attempts,  still widely popular, rely on 
graph search techniques with heuristic measures employed to reduce the inher- 
ently NP-complete problem to a manageable process. More recent are the efforts 
based on energy minimisation using simulated annealing, mean field theory or 
deterministic annealing, and relaxation labelling[7, 5, 2]. The latter approach in 
particular has the advantage that  it converts the NP-complete problem into one 
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of polynomial complexity. Recently [6] it was proposed that  the explicit inclu- 
sion of binary relations in the formulation of the problem within the framework 
of probabilistic relaxation results in a very robust and relatively fast algorithm. 
However, no matter  how efficient a probabilistic relaxation algorithm is, it is 
an iterative process, relying on a succession of updates of the probability values 
with which a label is assigned to a given object. This characteristic excludes any 
possibility of real t ime implementation. 

In this paper, we propose an algorithm based on Bayesian reasoning, which 
is not iterative, and therefore achieves its objective very fast, in one pass only, 
and allows the possibility of a real t ime implementation. The idea of the al- 
gorithm stems from the observation that  often the binary measurements which 
express the relationships between objects in the scene (and nodes in the at tr ibute 
relational graphs) are derivable from the unary measurements which character- 
ize individual objects. For example, if the relationship between two objects is 
expressed in terms of their relative orientation, the value of this binary mea- 
surement can be derived from the knowledge of the individual orientations of 
the objects involved, with respect to the same reference direction. Thus, in this 
paper, we assume that all the binary measurements involved in characterising 
relationships between pairs of objects are derivable from the unary measure- 
ments concerning the individual objects. Further, we assume that  the binary 
measurements we are talking about are such that if we know the value of the 
binary measurement and the value of one of the unary measurements involved, 
the value of the other unary measurement can be uniquely derived. 

2 T h e o r e t i c a l  F r a m e w o r k  f o r  O b j e c t  L a b e l l i n g  U s i n g  

B a y e s i a n  R e a s o n i n g  

In this section we express the general problem of shape matching in the frame- 
work of Bayesian probability theory, and illustrate how the resulting maximum 
a posteriori expression can be expressed in terms of known quantities. The com- 
plete derivation of the algorithm that  follows may be found in [3]. 

We represent the nodes of the graph of the scene to be matched as a set of 
N objects A = {al, . . . ,  a N } .  We then assign to each object ai a label 0i, which 
may take as its value any of the M + 1 model labels that  form the set Yl = 
{wo,Wl,..., WM}, where w0 is the null label used to label objects for which no 
other label is appropriate. We use the notation w0~ to indicate that  we specifically 
wish to associate a model label with a particular scene label 0i. We define two 
sets of indices, No -= { 1 , . . . , g }  and N/ ___ { 1 , . . . , i -  1, i +  1 , . . . , N } .  

For each object a~ there are ml attributes, represented by unary measure- 

ments xi = {x~ 1), _(ml)l �9 " , ~ i  ; .  We use xi,iego to denote the set {Xl , . .  , x g } .  
Similarly, for each pair of objects a~ and aj we have a set of m2 relations, 

represented by binary measurements A~j ; A (1.) ('~) = t i~ , ' - - ,A~j  } which can be de- 
rived from the unary measurements xi and xj .  The abbreviation A i j , j E N  i "" 

{A~I, . . . ,  Aii-1 Aii+l,..., Aiy} denotes all the binary measurements object ai 
has with the other objects in the set. The same classes of unary and inferred 
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binary measurements are also made on the model, to create the model graph: 
~a denotes the unary measurements of model label wa, and .4~Z denotes the 
binary measurements between model labels w~ and wZ. 

We invoke the Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) rule to state that the most 
appropriate label of object ai is w0, given by: 

P(t~i*--we, IXj,jeNo,AiLjeN~)- max P ( 0 i ~ w ~  IXj,jego,Aij,jeN,) (1) 
w ;~ E J~ 

In order to evaluate the terms in the right-hand side of this expression, we assume 
that the binary measurements can be entirely derived from the unary measure- 
ments. This contrasts with the assumption in [6] that the unary measurements 
are independent of the binary measurements. If we also assume that the un- 
conditional match probabilities P(Oi ~--w~) are independent, then by repeated 
application of Bayes's rule and the theorem of total probability we can expand 
the expression on the right-hand size of (1) as follows: 

P 
P (Oi ~W~, I Xi,jeNo,Aij, ieN,) = E .~ .en  {P (Oi *-w~)p (xi I Oi ~w~)  Qi (w~.)} 

(2) 
where 

Qi(wo,) = 1-I E p(Aij [Oj~-wZ, Oi~---woi)P(Oj~---wZ) (3) 
j E N I w z E D  

Thus the problem of labelling using the MAP rule can be solved as follows: we 
use (2) and (3) to calculate the a posteriori probabilities for all of the labellings 
of a node ai, and then select the labelling that yields the maximum probability. 

The quantity Qi (w~) represents the support for the match Oi ~--we~ that 
is provided by all of the other matches that do not involve the scene node ai. 
The density function p (A~j [ Oj ~---wZ, 0i ~--we,) plays the role of the compatibility 
coefficients used in many of the methods of probabilistic relaxation (e.g. [5, 7, 
6]); that is, it quantifies the compatibility between the match Oj ~--w z and a 
neighbouring match 0i ~we~. We note however that, in spite of the similarity of 
the above formula to similar formulae of probabilistic relaxation approaches, the 
rule defined by (2) and (3) is not in a form that requires iterative implementation. 

3 E v a l u a t i o n  o f  T e r m s  in  t h e  M A P  F o r m u l a  

The evaluation of (2) and (3) requires the calculation of various match probabil- 
ities and density functions. The prior probabilities P(Oi *--w~) are defined thus: 
we estimate the prior probability of the null label to be some value ~, and the 
prior probabilities of all other labels are then set equal to each other. 

In evaluating the density functions for the binary measurements, p(Aij [ Oi *--- 
w,~, Oj ~ wZ), we first consider the general case, in which neither ai nor aj 
is matched to the null label w0; in this case, because the density function is 
conditional on both matches, there is an associated model measurement A~Z. 
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We assume that the noise in the binary measurements Aij can be adequately 
approximated by a Gaussian: 

p(A~j 10~ +--~, r +--~) = :CA,, (A~p, ~2) (4) 

where ~U2 is the covariance matrix for the binary measurements Aq. 
In the remaining cases, in which at least one out of as and aj is matched 

to the null node, we assumed that they are uniformly distributed. Assuming 
each measurement A!~ ) has a range of possible values whose width is p(k), and 
denoting the overall range of Aq by :D , then {1 

1-r rn2 p(k) if Aij E g~, 
p I r = n =l (5) 

0 otherwise 

We use a similar reasoning to determine density functions for the unary mea- 
surements. 

4 Experimental Results 

We applied the theory developed in the previous sections to two problems. The 
first was to match roads extracted from an aerial photograph with the corre- 
sponding roads in a digital map; the second was to match corresponding edges 
extracted from a stereo pair of images. In both applications we assume that the 
line segments that form the nodes have already been extracted. The unary mea- 
surements were: the absolute orientation and position of each line segment. The 
binary measurements were: the angle between line segments, and the direction 
and distance of the midpoint of one segment with respect to another. 

The road-matching problem is illustrated in fig. 1. The black line segments 
in both images indicate the matched road segments. The white line segments 
in the image indicate road segments which could not be matched to the map, 
and were therefore matched to the null model node. The grey line segments in 
the map indicate road segments to which no image segments were matched. The 
black cross pointer on the map indicates where the centre of the scene lies on 
the map. 

Fig. 2 shows a typical result of the matching of a stereo image pair. In this 
example the white lines in both images indicate matched segments, and the black 
lines are those that remained unmatched. 

5 Discussion and Conclusions 

We have developed a framework for non-iterative contextual correspondence 
matching for the matching of symbolic structures. The theory is based on two 
basic observations. In practical recognition problems we often do not consider 
higher than second-order relations between the objects (or parts of objects) 
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involved in order to be able to perform the recognition task reliably. An example 
is the way humans identify regions on a large map: they usually consider the 
relative position and orientation of pairs of roads. The other observation concerns 
the way binary measurements are made in machine vision: they are usually 
derived from the unary measurements which have been made on the individual 
objects. By incorporating these two observations into the Bayesian theory of 
probability, we were able to derive a formula expressing the probability for each 
individual label assignment to an object, in terms of known functions only: the 
measurement error distributions and the modelling functions. The Maximum 
A Posteriori probability was then used to assign a label to each object. Thus 
we presented an algorithm which is non-iterative, allowing real-time one-pass 
implementation. Also it is parallelisable as each node can be treated by a separate 
processor independently from the t reatment  of the other nodes, since no result 
from one processor need be communicated to the others for the labelling to be 
completed. Further, the algorithm is very robust to errors and the presence (or 
absence) of parts of the objects to be identified due to the redundancy built 
into it by the explicit inclusion of the implied binary measurements. The ability 
to model these binary relations directly is a process that  is reminiscent of the 
m_ultiresolution approaches to image restoration [4], where the explicit inclusion 
of implicit relationships has been shown to produce better results in a much 
shorter time. 

We have demonstrated our algorithm with two real problems, that  of road 
network matching and stereo linear feature matching. For the applications we 
have assumed that  the error in the binary measurements are Gaussian. We wish 
to stress however that  if more accurate knowledge concerning the image noise 
and the measurement process is available, it can be very easily incorporated into 
our framework. 
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(b) 
Fig .  1. Matching of road segments 

F ig .  2. Matching edge segments from a stereo pair of images 


